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PROGRAM NAME

ONE TIME PRIORITY
ONE TIME 
AMOUNT

ONGOING 
AMOUNT

BUILDING ROOM # INSTALLATION 
Y/N

DESCRIPTION

List One time Equipment or Supply Item 1 $1,564.61 -$                  Math Science 201 No
Additional rocks and fossils for our Geology 

classes for use in geology labs

List One time Equipment or Supply Item 2

List One time Equipment or Supply Item 3

List One time Equipment or Supply Item 4

List One time Equipment or Supply Item 5

FACILITY REQUEST PRIORITY
NEW REQUEST

Y/N
CURRENT 

WORKORDER #
BUILDING ROOM # SAFETY 

RELATED
DESCRIPTION

List Facility Request 1

List Facility Request 2

List Facility Request 3

List Facility Request 4

List Facility Request 5

BUDGET AUGMENTATION PRIORITY
SUPPLIES 

ESTIMATED COST
(4000'S)

SERVICES 
ESTIMATED COST

(5000'S)

List detail Budget Augmentation request 1

List detail Budget Augmentation request 2

List detail Budget Augmentation request 3

List detail Budget Augmentation request 4

List detail Budget Augmentation request 5

DESCRIPTION OF ONE TIME EQUIPMENT OR SUPPLY ITEM:

OVERVIEW SECTION

INSTRUCTIONS

Seek assistance from Taj George in the VPA office at xt 2990.

BUDGET AUGMENTATION REQUESTS: You must complete all information on the form for your request to be assessed. The request will be assessed using the Budget Augmentation Rubric.

BUDGET AUGMENTATION REQUESTS: You must complete all information on the form for your request to be assessed. The request will be assessed using the Budget Augmentation Rubric.

ONE TIME REQUESTS: You do not need a separate form for each request.  Prioritize your needs and chose the top 5 requests per program to submit.

TECHNOLOGY: technology equipment is replaced based on the Mesa Technology Strategic Plan. New technology may be requested as a BARC one time request. 

FACILITIES: Facilities needs are assessed by the facilities committee in collaboration with the District Facilities project process. Needs are assessed with available funding. 

Complete the entire form thoroughly.  Incomplete forms will not be scored. Scoring of requests is based solely on information provided in the form only.  Answer all questions with enough 
details and be specific.

HISTORICAL DATA TABLE: complete the Data Table with the information which supports your request. If the request is based on adding capacity, growth, or meeting increasing demands, 
show data which will support the request. 

ONE TIME REQUESTS: All one time requests must be accompanied with a quote.  One time cost and ongoing cost must agree to quotes which will be submitted with BARC form in Task 
Stream. One time requests without a quote will not be scored. Follow the rubric and include enough detail for reviewer to score request adequately.

ONE TIME REQUESTS where installation is necessary, provide sufficient details for VPA office to assess additional cost. Requests without proper installation details may not be approved.
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DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY REQUEST OR SITE IMPROVEMENT:

DESCRIPTION OF BUDGET AUGMENTATION:

DATA DESCRIPTION DATA 
ELEMENT

16-17 15-16 14-15 13-14

STAFFING HISTORY FTE
NANCE FTE
Geology Dept # Sections Pending 25.00                23.00                23.00                
Course B # Sections
Course C # Sections
Course D # Sections

Students Enrolled Total for all 
sections

Pending 1,036.00           1,157.00           1,143.00           

Admissions Fall/Spring

Student Contact Hour Students/ 
Hour

Cost of Fossils in Past Years Identify 1,565.00$       700.00$            500.00$            500.00$            
Students Enrolled in just the Geol 111 lab Identify 650.00            520.00              300.00              300.00              
Other Data Element Identify

NANCE BUDGET Dollars
Supply Budget $ in 4000's
Service Budget $ in 5000's

ADDITIONAL INFO YES NO

Health & Safety No

Accreditation or Licensure No

DETAILED INFORMATION SECTION
ONE TIME REQUEST: Address the impact this one time item will have on meeting program or service area goals, college wide mission, 
strategic directions, or SLO/AUO.

1. Critical Thinking: students will display the ability to use proportional reasoning and graphical analysis to establish and analyze relationships 
between measured quantities.
2. Communication: students will display the ability to clearly communicate scientific principles, experimental results, and their implications.   
3. Problem Solving: students will display the ability to apply conceptual and mathematical tools to correctly predict the future state of physical 
systems.
The requested fossil specimens align with SLO #1 (critical thinking) by providing students with rich opportunities in which to infer proportional 
differences in ancient life forms (e.g., body size) from an analysis of their fossilized hard parts.  SLO #2 (communication) will be addressed by 
having students communicate their observations about various fossils through lab reports and presentations, while using such observations to 
develop important ideas about how the character of life has changed throughout geologic time.  SLO #3 (problem solving) will be addressed by 
having students investigate the problem of how form and function relate to each other for various fossilized skeletal materials (e.g., how does 
tooth morphology differ for predators vs. prey?).
The requested rock/mineral examination specimens align with SLO #1 by providing students the opportunity to demonstrate that they can 
correctly identify common rocks and minerals through an analysis of their physical properties.  SLO #2 will be addressed by providing students 
the opportunity to demonstrate that they can communicate critical scientific findings about Earth materials through an analysis of their physical 
properties.  SLO #3 will be addressed by giving students the opportunity to demonstrate on exams that they've met key learning objectives (e.g., 
What mineral is this, and what is its composition?).

Geology 111 (The Earth Through Time) is a offered in Fall 2015.  This course is required for the new Geology ADT now offered at Mesa College.  In order to run this course, our department 
purchased a minimal set of fossil specimens from our existing equipment budget; however, it has become clear in recent years an expanded set of both fossils and rocks/minerals is 
necessary in order to run the course in the future.  Fossils demonstrate long term evolutionary trends in the history of life -- a major theme in the course.  Hands-on examination of a 
variety of fossils is so critical to the course that without it, the course may not articulate with SDSU's equivalent course.  Likewise, detailed examination of rock and mineral specimens is a 
critical aspect of the course, and articulation of Geol 111 with SDSU's equivalent course necessitates that students have access to a variety of rock and mineral specimens.  More 
specifically, the rock and mineral specimens being requested are required for examination purposes.  During regular lab sessions, Geol 111 students examine in detail Mesa's existing 
collection of rock/mineral specimens, learning to identify them based on their physical properties rather than through sample memorization.  To ensure pedagogical integrity during lab 
exams, it is necessary to have unique rock and mineral specimens solely for examination purposes, so students can demonstrate that they've learned to follow the procedure for proper 
identification of mineral and rock specimens they've never seen before.

NA

NA

HISTORICAL DATA SECTION

EXPLANATION
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One of the main ways that the requested items will be evaluated with regard to college-wide goals and course-level SLOs will involve ongoing 
communication with SDSU geology department faculty and SDSU students formerly at Mesa College.  The current contract geology faculty 
member at Mesa (Barrie) maintains close ties with SDSU's geology department, as well as with former Mesa geology students now at SDSU.  
Input from SDSU faculty and former Mesa students is sought on a regular basis.  Such input is one of the best ways to ensure that the new items 
being requested are being put to good use.
Another way in which the requested items will be evaluated is in terms of how they help meet course-level SLO objectives.  Future SLO 
assessment plans for this course will focus on the specific ways that the requested items are improving the overall quality of the course in terms 
of student learning.  For example, to evaluate the Critical Thinking SLO, students could be asked to create a chart that relates the shape of a 
mineral fragment (blocky, flat, cubic, rhomboid, etc.) to the number of cleavage directions the mineral exhibits, using mineral specimens they've 
never seen before.  SLO assessment results could be reported in terms of average student score on this exercise, to evaluate the degree to 
which students can relate two variables (i.e., specimen shape and cleavage properties) to one another using their observational skills together 
with their knowledge of mineral properties.

Assessment Plan: Describe how request will be assessed or evaluated in conjunction with goals and SLO/AUO.

NA

Budget Augmentation Request: If request is for a new service or program, discuss how this request aligns with specific college goals, program 
goals, and SLO/AUO's.
NA

Budget Augmentation Request: Address current gaps in meeting program or service area goals, college wide mission, strategic directions, or 
SLO/AUO and how this request will improve these gaps.
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